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Our enviable location is a tonic for the soul in its own right. And while the Cornish sea air 
invigorates the mind during morning yoga on the beach, the real benefits are found in our 

state-of-the-art health club, world-class spa and award-winning restaurants.

Deciding on which wellness path can be overwhelming, as often every option appeals. 

At St Michaels, our dedicated team of wellness professionals will connect with you before your 
arrival to guide you through the different choices available and assist in choosing the experience 

best suited to you.

Together, you will soon see the benefits of making time for yourself.
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WELLNESS ACQUAINTED

WELLNESS ACQUAINTED

• 1x 60-minute treatment a month

• 1x 3-hour hydrothermal experience a week

• 1x skin lab a month

• 1x rhassoul experience a month for 2 people

• Towels, robes, flip flops on arrival

• Free ELEMIS gift on joining

• Exclusive first access to spa events

• 50% discount for guest hydrothermal access

• 25% off all spa treatments

• 20% spa retail discount for you and your guest

• 15% accommodation discount

• 10% bar and restaurant discount for you 
 and your guests

• 10% spa days discount for you and your guests

EXCLUSIVE SPA MEMBERSHIP

St Michaels Spa is the ultimate Cornish sanctuary in which to indulge 
in a bespoke well-being experience.

Our exclusive membership allows for year-round pampering, with the opportunity 
to escape, restore and immerse yourself in holistic healing. Encounter benefits that expand 
beyond the physical with treatments from the world’s leading spa brands and experiences 

unlike anywhere else on earth.

SPA MEMBERSHIP INCLUSIONS

£189 MONTHLY | £1,999 ANNUALLY

MEMBERSHIPS@STMICHAELSRESORT.COM | 01326 310 037
STMICHAELSRESORT.COM/SPA

Peter Churchill 
Head of Wellness

EXCLUSIVE SPA MEMBERSHIP

SPA & WELLBEING 
EXPERIENCE OF THE YEAR:
“I left feeling refreshed and very spoilt!” 
   - JUDGE’S COMMENT
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WELLNESS FACILITES

WELLNESS
FACILITIES

for mind, body  and soul
HYDROTHERMAL EXPERIENCES • SWIMMING POOL

GYM, STUDIOS & BEACH • FITNESS CLASSES • TENNIS COURTS 
GARDEN KITCHEN

WELLNESS FACILITIES
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HYDROTHERMAL EXPERIENCES

Featuring the largest spa-hydrotherapy pool in the south west, heated up to a 
comforting 35C, this is the perfect place to work away stress and tension.

After a soak, stretch out on the poolside day beds and heated loungers, then cleanse your skin 
in the herbal Finnish sauna and outdoor barrel sauna with views out across Falmouth Bay.

Bask in the thermal paradise of the rainforest steam room, then step into the world’s only Cornish sea 
salt steam room and breathe in to relax your respiratory system. Finally, sink into restorative bliss in the 

outdoor hot tub with views that stretch across the spa gardens to the ocean beyond.

Hydrothermal Facilities 

Largest hydrotherapy pool in the south west • 21 massage stations with 7 different treatment types 
Finnish herbal sauna • Outdoor barrel sauna • Cornish sea salt & rainforest steam rooms  

Heated poolside loungers • Two experience showers • Ice bucket drench • Outdoor red cedarwood hot tub  
Cushioned poolside beds • Sun deck with subtropical garden views

 
Hydrothermal Access

Monday to Thursday | £40 • Friday to Saturday | £50
 Every day, with any treatment | £15

See our spa menu for more details.

SWIMMING POOL

Our 17-metre indoor pool features a powerful waterfall to massage your neck 
and shoulders, while water jets work on other areas.

Poolside, a steam room, sauna and experience showers are on hand to relax your body 
after a workout.  A children’s pool area ensures there’s water fun for all the family.

Pool Facilities

17-metre pool • Massage jets & waterfall • Toddler pool • Steam room • Sauna 
Experience shower • Ice bucket drench • Heated relaxation area • Sun terrace

Day Passes

Adult weekday | £12 • Adult weekend | £15
 Child weekday | £8 • Child weekend | £10

SWIMMING POOLHYDROTHERMAL EXPERIENCES
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GYM, STUDIOS & BEACH

Our large state-of-the-art fitness suite features a range of cardiovascularand resistance equipment, 
as well as free weights and stretch areas.

Routines can be set up on the indoor floor or outside in the fresh Cornish air. Fitness instructors are on hand 
to offer advice and support, with personal training appointments also available.

Among more than 100-instructor-led classes each week, the latest Les Mills classes are held in our purpose-built  
fitness studio, alongside more gentle yoga and Pilates.

A dedicated spin studio and rowing machines, all accompanied by disco lights and pumping tunes, provide 
another way to get your adrenaline racing and heart thumping.

And beyond the expansive indoor facility, our expert trainers and fitness coaches run regular classes 
outside; practising yoga on the beach, providing personal tennis coaching on our seaside courts, and 
running exercise routines on our health club fitness terrace. Saluting the sun on Gylly beach as it rises 
over Pendennis castle is an experience to savour. Bettered only, perhaps, by doing so on a paddle board, 

the dawn rays shimmering on the sea.

Gym Facilities
Matrix treadmills • Matrix cross trainers • Matrix bikes • Matrix Steppers • Matrix Stairmaster 

Skierg • Rogue Assault Bikes • Technogym resistance machines • Technogym dumbbells up to 50kg 
6-metre Escape rig with squat stations & punch bag on rope pulleys • Rogue Ohio bars and bumper plates 

Mobility and rehab equipment • Escape functional equipment • Sprint track with prowler sledge 
Outdoor fitness terrace

Additional cardiovascular equipment available in spin & gig studios when not in class.

Day Passes
Adult weekday | £12
Adult weekend | £15

Class Passes
Hotel resident | £5

Health club swim & gym member | £6
Non-member | £9

GYM, STUDIOS & BEACHGYM, STUDIOS & BEACH

Fitness Studio Facilities
Large sprung loaded f loor 

Floor-to-ceiling mirrors 

Full range of Les Mills classes

More than 60 instructor-led classes  
each week, ranging from holistic to HIIT

Spin Studio Facilities
17 Keiser M3i spin bikes 

Live streaming of output to big screen 

Link to Keiser app for personal workout tracking

Offering more than 20 instructor-led classes 
each week, with motivational music ranging 

from hip-hop to rock and everything in between

Gig Club Studio Facilities
8 Concept2 pm5 rowing machines 

Live streaming of race position to TVs 

Offering five bespoke classes created by  
St Michaels Health Club, including group  

and individual racing

Wellness Studio Facilities
Individual training • Small group training  

Specialist classes

Beach Facilities
Blue Flag beach 

Morning & evening classes, including sunrise 
yoga, bootcamps, HIIT and circuits
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FITNESS CLASSES

SWIMMING POOL

Aqua Circuits  
With lots of different workouts, this is a great 

and fun way to burn those calories. 

  

Aqua Aerobics     
A fun aerobics style workout in the water. 

FITNESS CLASSESFITNESS CLASSES

Resistance & Tone
Ideal for creating a
leaner physique.

All-Round Fitness
For burning fat, and 

cardiovascular health.

Mind, Body & Soul
These classes will help relax,  

de-stress and unwind.

Fun Loving
For enjoyment and making

new fitness friends.

MAIN STUDIO

Les Mills Body Pump 
Using a range of weights with lots of reps, Body 

Pump is a total body workout that burns calories.

Les Mills Body Combat 
A high energy martial arts-inspired workout. Punch 

and your way to superior fitness and strength.

Les Mills Body Attack 
A high-energy class that combines athletic 

movements with strength exercises.

 Les Mills Body Balance  
Body Balance uses yoga and Pilates movements 

set to music to improve your mind, body and soul

Les Mills CX Worx  
This 30-minute core training workout 

is deisgned to tighten and tone.

  

Yoga  
Develop your mobility and strength and progress 

through different movements to find your inner zen.

  

Pilates  
Focus on your posture, strength and flexibility. 

Suitable for people of all ages and fitness levels.

Barre  
Strengthen, stretch and tone with Pilates and 

ballet. No dance experience required.

Punch & Crunch  
Punch your way to toned arms and crunch your 
way to a flat stomach in this fun filled session.

Healthy Life Fit 
This low impact class focuses on a mixture of 
cardio and resistance training for functionality.

 

Hot Stretch 
Developmental static stretching in a warm room.

Spin 
A full cycle workout aimed at those looking to 

burn calories and get a great high-tempo workout.

Spin & Abs  
Saddle up, burn some calories, then work those 

core muscles.

Spin & Shread  
A great mix of calorie burning and muscle-toning 
strength work in the spin studio and main gym.

Cinematic Spin  
A cycling class to movie soundtracks. 

Requests welcome.

Begin 2 Spin  
A 30-minute technique class for beginners covering everything from set up to a full spin class.

SPIN STUDIO

 

Rigged  
Functional fitness using our indoor rig. Learn 

compound lifts and accessories with this specific 
strength and technique class.

    

Strength Club  
Strength specific training on gym floor. 

Pad Blast    
Small group pad training. Learn boxing skills on 

the pads whilst having a fun and effective workout.

  

Barbell Club 
Heavy emphasis on form for those new to lifting 

to incorporate into their own programme.

GYM FLOOR

Gig & Gain  
A great mix between calorie-burning rowing and 

muscle-toning strength workon the gym floor.

Gig 101  
A technique and conditioning based class 

to improve your rowing.

Get Up & Gig  
An intense interval class that mixes rowing 

with full body exercises.

 

Gig & Abs  
Rowing for the heart and lungs followed 

by conditioning for the core. 

GIG ROWING STUDIO

Beach Blast   
A full body, fat burning, bodyweight blast. 

Fit Club 
A combination of pad work and interval and 

circuit training to burn fat fast – bootcamp style.

OUTDOOR GYM

Something for everyone and every goal.
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TENNIS

Next to Gyllyngvase Beach our four tennis courts are ideal for both beginners 
and advanced players.

In addition to improving your cardiovascular fitness and other physical benefits, tennis is a great 
way to socialise and improve your mental health.

Our courts are perfect for those looking to take on the sport or simply enjoy as a recreational 
activity with friends and family.

GARDEN KITCHEN

Our Garden Kitchen, with a Mediterranean influence, offers all-day casual dining.

Health and well-being are at its heart, so you will find a range of revitalising smoothies 
and cold-pressed juices alongside a large array of salads, soups, quiches, and stone-baked pizzas. 

Eating well also means the odd indulgence, and the Garden Kitchen has a selection of cakes  
and other treats, changing daily.

Lessons | £40 / hour
Beginner • Intermediate • Advanced

Individual • Group • Qualified LTA coach 

Membership Inclusions
Coaching • Tournaments • Family Days  
Girls-Only Programme • Wimbledon

Ballot entry • Free court hire • Discounts

Tennis Memberships
Adult • Couple’s • Junior

Court Hire
Complimentary to tennis members 

and hotel guests
1 hour health club members | £10 

1 hour non-members | £12

Brunch
Sunrise smoothies • A morning brew
Mixed seed granola • Toasted muffins
with eggs benedict, eggs royale, eggs

florentine or smashed avocado

Salads, Soups & Tartlets
Superfood salads •Home-made soups,

broths & chowders • Vegetarian tartlets

Stone-baked Pizzas
Italian style • Thin crust  

Vegan & vegetarian options

Smoothies
Perfect breakfast accompaniement
Packed with antioxidants & vitamins
Add a cocktail kick in the evening

Cornish Cocktails
Bloody Marys • Mimosas • Buck’s Fizz

Cornish Aperol Spritz • Cornish
Negroni • Tarquin’s Cornish G&T

Cakes, Bakes & Brownies
Baked daily by our patisserie chef  

Idulgent & delicious treats

GARDEN KICTHENTENNIS
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HEALTH CLUB FACILITIES

WELLNESS
CONSULTATIONS

made to measure
HEALTH SCREENING • LIFESTYLE MOT 

EXERCISE CONSULTATION •  POSTURAL ASSESSMENT

WELLNESS FACILITIES WELLNESS CONSULTATIONSWELLNESS CONSULTATIONS
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HEALTH CLUB FACILITIES

16 | ST MICHAELS HEALTH CLUB  01326 330 607

WELLNESS FACILITIES
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ADVANCED HEALTH SCREENING 
60 minutes | £40
In addition to the health screening 
measurements, clients benefit from learning 
their levels for additional metrics.

Blood Glucose 
This measure, requiring a prick to the finger to 
draw blood, provides insight into your likelihood 
of developing diabetes or hypoglycaemia. A high 
blood glucose level can also be caused by several 
other factors.

Cholesterol 
This test measures the levels of cholesterol, a fatty 
substance in your blood, mainly caused by eating 
fatty foods, low exercise levels, being overweight, 
smoking and drinking, which can lead to hear t 
issues or a stroke.

Blood Pressure 
While high blood pressure, or hyper tension, 
is rarely noticeable, if untreated it can increase 
your risk of heart attacks and strokes. Meanwhile 
low blood pressure can lead to light-headedness 
and fainting.

LIFESTYLE MOT 
90 minutes | £85
Building on the advanced health screening 
measurements, this total fitness review 
incorporates a nutritional consultation and 
lifestyle factors.

Nutritional Consultation 
A full dietary assessment with tailored to your 
advice and individual goal setting. BMI calculations 
/ weight monitoring and access to a range of dietitian 
approved nutrition in formation.

Lifestyle Review 
One-on-one health chat looking at sleep, stress 
and the many lifestyle factors that affect fitness.

Personal Training 
In addition to the initial 60-minute consultation, 
this foundation includes the first 1-hour one-to-one 
tailored training session, taken on a different day.

HEALTH SCREENING 
30 minutes | £30
This test will measure different parts of your physiological make up using non-intrusive 
measuring equipment much like a weighing scale. Our trainers will then breakdown the 
results with you and explain the report.

Measurements include:

BMI 
This straightforward assessment of your weight 
provides an initial guide to your fitness level, but does 
not measure fat, meaning muscular adults may 
be classed overweight and older adults who lose 
muscle may fall into a healthy weight band while 
carrying excess fat.

Body Fat Percentage 
This metric provides a ratio for total mass of fat  
to total body mass. 

This includes essential body fat necessary to maintain 
normal body function. It calculates your relative 
body composition without regard to height or 
weight, providing more insight into your overall health.

Fat Mass 
This metric, combined with others, helps identify 
health risks, such as the potential development of 
type 2 diabetes and heart disease.

 
 
Fat-free Mass 
This is a measure of all body components other 
than fat, including water, bone, organs, and muscle.

Bone Mass 
Bone mass peaks in the late 20s and remains stable 
through middle age but can drop in later life, 
particularly following menopause, which may lead 
to osteoporosis.

Muscle Mass 
Muscle mass plays a key role in strength, energy, 
organ function, skin integrity, the immune system 
and living an active lifestyle.

Visceral Fat Levels 
This provides a measure of fat in the abdominal 
cavity around several vital organs, including the 
stomach, liver and intestines, as well as in the arteries. 
This type of fat can lead to serious health problems.

EXERCISE PROGRAMME CONSULTATION 
30 minutes | £30
This one-to-one discussion with one of our expert 
trainers defines your goals and sets your tailored 
six-week programme to ensure you reach them.

POSTURAL ASSESSMENT  
45 minutes | £40
This one-to-one assessment will examine your static 
and active posture to check for any imbalances. From 
the findings, a detailed exercise programme to improve 
your posture and alignment will be drawn up for 
you to follow.

WELLNESS CONSULTATIONS

WELLNESS CONSULTATIONSWELLNESS CONSULTATIONS
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WELLNESS
TRAINING

escape your limits
PERSONAL • SMALL GROUP • YOGA • TENNIS

WELLNESS TRAININGWELLNESS TRAINING
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Build on your fitness foundation.

ONE-ON-ONE TRAINING | 60 minutes | £40 / £50
A session tailored around your fitness goals delivered alongside an experienced 

personal training utilising state-of-the-art fitness equipment. 

10 sessions can be pre-booked for £360 / £450 

Pricing: Member / Non-member

SMALL GROUP TRAINING | 10x60 minutes | £150
This course of 10 miniature boot camp style workouts is a fun way to train with 

up to four friends and push each other to the next level.

WELLNESS TRAINING

PERSONAL TRAINING

YOGA

TENNIS
Hone your skills.

TENNIS COACHING | 60 minutes | £40
From beginner to competition standard, our LTA-qualified tennis coach, Dan Stuk, 

will help you improve your game and general fitness on our outdoor, seaside courts.

10 sessions can be pre-booked for £360

Strike a pose.

ONE-ON-ONE YOGA | 60 minutes | £40 / £50
A guided one-to-one session with our yoga instructors will help hone your skills 

or learn new techniques in the safety of our dedicated wellness studio.

10 sessions can be pre-booked for £360 / £450 

Pricing: Member / Non-member

SMALL GROUP YOGA | 10X60 minutes | £150
This course of 10 yoga workouts is a fun way to practice  

with up to four friends and discover new techniques.

WELLNESS TRAINING
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WELLNESS ROOM THERAPIES

OSTEOPATHY | 60 minutes | £42
This highly effective whole-body treatment of muscular, joint and soft tissue issues is suitable 

for all ages and a wide range of issues including back ache, neck pain and headaches. 

Follow up sessions last 50 minutes.

SPORTS MASSAGE | 30 / 60 minutes | £25 / £40
This focused soft tissue treatment addresses pain and limited movement using a variety 
of methods including massage, deep tissue work, muscle release and assisted stretching.

Pricing: Member / Non-member

Acupuncture | Incorporated within treatments

This dry needling technique is used to release deep trigger points, relax muscle and relieve pain, 
and will be brought into treatments where beneficial and appropriate.

Kinesiology taping | Varies | £5 - £10
Various techniques are used to relieve pain, increase movement, 

improve posture and develop proprioception.

NATURAL NUTRITION | 60 minutes | £45
A full dietary assessment with a professional dietitian to consider: 

Weight loss

Health eating

Diet & heart health

Diet & menopause

Diet & related illness and disease

Follow up 30-minute sessions are available for £30 on request.

SUNBED | From 60p a minute 
Sunbeds provide your body with Vitamin D, which plays various roles in the body such as maintaining 

bone density, regulating insulin levels and providing a vital component in normal brain function. 

They can be used in the treatment of certain skin conditions and  forms of depression. Our sunbed 
features aromatherapy, aqua spray mist, air conditioning and a voice guide.

Bundles and pay as you go options.

WELLNESS THERAPIES WELLNESS THERAPIES

WELLNESS
THERAPIES

relax, rejuvenate & revitalise
OSTEOPATHY • SPORTS • NUTRITION • SUNBED

22 | WELLNESS 01326 369 767

Designed to alleviate various conditions.
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WELLNESS TREATMENTS

WELLNESS
TREATMENTS

nurture & nourish
BALANCE & FLOW • HEAD MASSAGE • REFLEXOLOGY • REIKI

ST MICHAELS SPA TREATMENTS

WELLNESS TREATMENTS

MADE FOR LIFE HAND ON HEART 
90 minutes | £100
This nurturing and calming treatment for the 
head, face, back and shoulders was created to 
allow you to drift away into a meditative state 
of relaxation. Slow Tui Na Chinese movements 
rebalance and calm the upper body while the 
facial will replenish, nourish and revive the skin 
and ease tension.

ST MICHAELS INDIAN HEAD MASSAGE   
60 minutes | £80
This treatment is not just about the head, but includes 
massages to the arms, back, shoulders, neck, and 
head using an eastern blend of aromatic oils. 

This is a powerful massage and is not recommended 
during pregnancy or for people undergoing 
serious medical treatment.

MADE FOR LIFE CRYSTAL FACIAL 
60 minutes | £70
A deeply calming yet uplifting facial that relieves 
tension and softens stress lines by using deep, 
therapeutic massage techniques across the face, 
neck and shoulders. Puffiness is dissolved and 
energy is infused into the complexion using 
cooling rose quartz Gua Sha crystals. Eyes are 
refreshed and contours of the face are sharpened. 

The facial begins with a relaxing meditation and 
includes a soothing scalp massage, to leave you 
feeling renewed and aglow with health and vitality.

ST MICHAELS REFLEXOLOGY 
60 minutes | £65
This holistic treatment stimulates the reflex points  
and brings about balance within the body. 

By applying pressure to areas of the feet, 
blockages and imbalances within the body can  
be corrected, restoring the flow of the body’s 
natural healing energies. 
Book a course of six 60-minute sessions for only £273 

ST MICHAELS REIKI 
60 minutes | £50
The treatment is performed fully clothed and is based 
on the idea of treating an unseen life force energy 
that flows through us. The treatment feels like a warm, 
radiant glow is passing around and through the body.

MADE FOR LIFE CATCH THE BREATH 
30 minutes | £55
This nurturing gentle treatment for the head, back 
and shoulders was created to allow you to drift away 
into a meditative state of relaxation. Slow Tui Na 
Chinese massage techniques rebalance and calm 
the upper body. 

MADE FOR LIFE SOOTHE & NURTURE
30 minutes | £55
A beautiful way to restore natural luminosity 
to the skin, leaving you looking and feeling radiant. 
100% organic balms and oils will nourish and 
cleanse, eliminating congestion and returning 
natural balance to the skin, while a deeply relaxing 
face and scalp massage calms the mind and 
soothes the soul.

Nurturing, therapeutic relief.

24 | WELLNESS 01326 369 767
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WELLNESS RETREATS

WELLNESS
RETREATS

to the shape of you
DAY VISITS • MULTI-NIGHT BREAKS

WELLNESS RETREATS
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WELLNESS RETREATS WELLNESS RETREATS

3-NIGHT RETREAT 

• Lifestyle MOT in the Wellness Rooms

•  Healthy breakfasts and calorie-counted  
 evening meals

• Fasted personal training sessions  
 each morning

•  Afternoon fitness classes – with more than  
 100 instructor-led classes to choose from

• Trail walking around Falmouth Bay

• Use of the spa’s hydrotherapy facilities

• Guided meditation sessions in the  
 Wellness Rooms

• Q&A on nutrition, wellbeing and  
 lifestyle improvements

• Six-week training programme with access  
 to your personal trainer via email

•  Nutritional fact sheet and recipe cards 
 to take home

 
5-NIGHT RETREAT ADDITIONS

• Early afternoon stretch and  
 mobility workshop

• Sunrise class on the beach

• Fat loss treatment in the spa

• Additional three-hour hydrotherapy experience

• Afternoon coastal walk including packed lunch

The first in a range of retreats, Live Well is intended to kickstart a healthier lifestyle and 
promote weight management through a varied fitness and educational programme.

A further set of tests at the end of the retreat will show your progress on site and a six-week personalised 
plan with online check-ins with the Health Club team will help you stay on track with your wellness goals.

Taking advantage of all that St Michaels has to offer, Live Well incorporates relaxation experiences in 
our spa, mouth-watering (and calorie-counted) meals in the Garden Kitchen and exploration of the 

surrounding coastline, all to ensure we rejuvenate the soul as much as recharge the body.

LIVE WELL

STRETCH | £45
Your spiritual journey begins with a one-to-one 
personal yoga session. This is a chance for you to 
hone your skills or try something completely new.  
Then partake in one of our holistic group classes.

SHRED | £45
The perfect induction to fitness, this Wonder 
helps build confidence and knowledge and 
includes a one-hour personal training session and 
access to a group class.

GAIN | £45
This all action Wonder is for the experienced 
fitness enthusiast and will reinvigorate your body 
with a personal training session and motivational 
group class, on the beach or in the studio.

UPGRADE YOUR EXPERIENCE
Stay at St Michaels | From £60 per person

Stay overnight and benefit from a nutritious brunch.

Hydrothermal access | From £30

Relax and recuperate in our world-class spa.

Rhassoul | From £30

Refresh and rejuvenate your skin with a mud rhassoul.

WELLNESS WONDERS

These introductory wellness packages incorporate the best of St Michaels wellness 
facilities to set you on the path to a healthier you.

Each Wonder includes the Health Screening, a place in a group class  
and a personal one-to-one training session.

Prices from £450 per person. See stmichaelsresort.com for full details.

YOGA RETREAT

Immerse yourself in daily yoga practice, with sunrise yoga on the beach 
and focused sessions in our Wellness Studio.

This 3-night escape pairs yoga with complete relaxation at St Michaels Resort. In addition to your yoga 
sessions, you will enjoy daily use of the spa’s hydrothermal facilities, one dinner in the 2-AA-rosette Brasserie 

on the Bay and a light supper in the Garden Kitchen. One 60-minute wellness treatment is also included. 

Prices from £445 per person, starting 27 February 2020.  

See stmichaelsresort.com for more dates and full details.
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WELLNESS
MEMBERSHIPS

Falmouth’s finest 
SPA • WELLNESS • HEALTH CLUB • TENNIS

WELLNESS MEMBERSHIPSWELLNESS MEMBERSHIPS
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SPA HEALTH CLUB

Be pampered all year round. 
60-minute treatment each month • 3-hour hydrothermal experience a week • 1 skin lab a month  

1 rhassoul experience for 2 each month & much more

 
Monthly | £189 • 12 months | £1,999

WELLNESS

Our best membership package incorporates all fully inclusive features, plus additional fitness  
exclusives and healing hydrothermal spa access.

Personal Training 
Perfect your form and discover new exercises with 
one 60-minute personal training session per month.

Consultations 
You’ll also receive one 30-minute consultation, 
weighin and nutrition chat per month with our  
expert trainers.

Monthly Spa Access 
Soothe those aches and pains with one three-hour 
hydrothermal spa access every month.

20% Off Facials 
It’s time for a pamper. As a wellness member, you’ll 
benefit from 20% off all facials from Monday to Friday.

Peak:  
Monthly | £89 
6 months | £512 
12 months | £979

FULLY INCLUSIVE 
Our most popular membership includes access 
access to the gym, pool and classes.

Off peak / Peak:  
Monthly | £43 / £55 
6 months | £247 / £316 
12 months | £473 / £605

GYM & CLASSES 
Our Gym & Studio Classes membership includes 
access to all the equipment and spaces in our Gym 
Only membership, as well as more than 100 
instructor-led classes across our three studios  
and beach.

Off Peak / Peak:  
Monthly | £39 / £49 
6 months | £224 / £282 
12 months | £429 / £539

GYM ONLY 
Our Gym Only membership gives full access to our 
full range of cardiovascular and resistance equipment, 
as well as free weights and stretch areas. 
Off peak / Peak:  
Monthly | £32 / £39 
6 months | £184 / £224 
12 months | £352 / £429

SWIM ONLY 
Our Swim Only membership gives full access to 
our 17-metre indoor pool, steam room, sauna and 
experience showers. Aqua classes are not included 
in this membership.

Off Peak / Peak:  
Monthly | £32 / £39 
6 months | £184 / £224 
12 months | £352 / £429

FULLY INCLUSIVE PASSES

Enjoy fully inclusive, peak membership for a shorter period.

1 Month | £60 • 1 Week | £35 • 1 Weekday | £12 • 1 Weekend day | £15

TENNIS

The perfect match for tennis fans, our membership includes weekly sessions with 
our tennis coach, access to our seaside courts 365 days a year and more.

Yearly | From £100

See stmichaelsresort.com for further details. 

WELLNESS MEMBERSHIPSWELLNESS MEMBERSHIPS

Join Falmouth’s fittest with one of our memberships.
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FAQ FAQ

When is the health club open?

From 6.30am to 10pm weekday and 7am to 
9pm on weekends. Off peak members can use 
the facilities from 9am to 4pm on weekdays and 
from 3pm to 9pm on weekends.

When is the spa open?

Our spa reception is open from 9am to 9pm. 
Spa treatments run from 9am to 7pm and 
our hydrothermal facilities can be accessed 
from 9am until 8pm. We ask that you arrive 15 
minutes prior to the start of your treatment.

When is the Garden Kitchen open?

Our Garden Kitchen offers brunch from 9am to 
12 noon, lunch from 12 noon to 3pm, and supper 
from 3pm to 9pm. Smoothies, hot drinks and 
sweet treats are available throughout the day. 

When should I arrive for a wellness retreat?

Check in is from 3.00pm on your day of arrival. 
Guests are, of course, welcome to use the hotel 
facilities and car park if arriving early or staying 
on later. We cannot guarantee check in before 
3pm, but will do our very best to accommodate 
any special requests.

What time is hotel check out?

Guests are asked to check out by 11am on the 
day of departure. If you plan on leaving Falmouth 
later, our facilities can keep you occupied while 
your bags will be stored safely. Late check out is 
available on request for a fee subject to availability.

FAQ
How do I become a member?

You can join the health club or spa in person 
by asking at the health club or spa reception,  
by calling 01326 310 032 or emailing  
memberships@stmichaelsresort.com. 
 
Acceptance of an application for membership 
by St Michaels will constitute a contract for 
membership subject to terms and conditions as 
presented upon sign up.

What are the rules of health club use? 

There is an expectation that members and guests 
conduct themselves appropriately and at no time 
should their behaviour negatively impact on the 
enjoyment of another user. For more details on 
our Gym & Poolside Etiquette expectations, please 
refer to the sheet included in membership welcome 
packs and displayed throughout the facilities.

Are children able to use the health club 
or spa facilities?

Unfortunately, children under 16 are not able 
to use the gym, studios, sauna or steam room. 
Children may only use the swimming pool and 
tennis facilities during times clearly marked in 
the timetable. Spa pool use is not permitted. 
Children’s beauty and massage treatments are 
shown in the spa menu and online. Parents or 
guardians are responsible for the conduct of their 
children and must ensure that they adhere to 
company policies.

Is there anywhere to store my possessions? 

Lockers are available for storing your personal 
belongings safely on arrival.

What do I need to bring with me?

Bring your own swim or gym wear. For spa 
treatment, wear something comfortable – most 
of your time will be spent in a robe. In the spa, 
towels are provided free of charge upon arrival, 
with robes and flip flops, while towels are available 
to hire for £3 in the health club.

Who will deliver my treatment? 

Both female and male therapists deliver our
spa treatments. If a female therapist is preferred 
(subject to availability) please do request one
at the time of booking.

What is the cancellation policy?

If you wish to change or cancel an appointment, 
we ask for 24 hours’ notice, otherwise 100% of 
the treatment will be chargeable. Late arrival will 
shorten your treatment time. Groups of three or 
more and spa day bookings must be cancelled 
within 72 hours to avoid charges. 

How accessible are the facilities? 

As the spa is situated in an older building access 
throughout is limited. Each treatment room is 
fitted with a call button linked to spa reception 
should you require any assistance. The health club 
pool and gym floor have level access, with an 
accessible seat available to lower guests into the 
swimming pool.

Can I use the spa if I’m pregnant? 

The hydrotherapy pool and hydrothermal facilities are 
not available to pregnant guests; however, we offer a 
selection of relaxing spa treatments for mums-to-be.

Can I park at the resort?

Our car park is reserved for hotel residents 
only. Disabled parking spaces are available when 
requested prior to arrival. Surrounding roads 
are unrestricted, while the car park opposite St 
Michaels charges reasonable rates in the summer 
and is free through the winter months.

Where can I purchase a gift voucher?

A variety of vouchers are available online at 
stmichaelsresort.com.

Who can I ask other questions?

Please call 01326 369 767 for any other queries.

Your questions answered.
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St Michaels Resort 
Gyllyngvase Beach, Falmouth 

Cornwall  TR11 4NB

info@stmichaelsresort.com 
01326 369 767

STMICHAELSRESORT.COM

SHARE THE EXPERIENCE
Give the gift of wellness with a St Michaels voucher.

A variety of gift vouchers are available at reception,  
via 01326 369 767 and online at stmichaelsresort.com

feel good again


